SHIBMERICAN

“Let Freedom Cha-Ching!”
1. WHAT IS SHIBMERICAN?

SHIBMERICAN is a defi, ERC-20 based token created from Vitalik Buterin’s personal wallet on the 4th of July 2021 as a gift to the community. The community accepted his gift with open arms and set out to create something special with Shibmerican. A token that represents freedom for all, Shibmerican’s goal is to guide everyone safely through the crypto world, leading to financial freedom.
2. VISION

Currently, only 14% of Americans hold a form of cryptocurrency. SHIBMERICAN’S vision is to provide a safe environment for the other 86% of Americans (and anyone else) to learn about Cryptocurrency. SHIBMERICAN will provide instructions on how to navigate the world of cryptocurrency, starting with Ethereum, the token paired with SHIBMERICAN. There are plenty of scam coins launched every day. SHIBMERICAN aims to arm its citizens with the knowledge to avoid these scams and find legitimate coins.

AUTO-STAKING

SHIBMERICAN is a deflationary coin with a reflection mechanism, distributing tokens to holders with every transaction. This rewards holders while increasing the price floor.
3. TOKENOMICS

Token Pair: Ethereum
Shibmerican pairs have been created using Ethereum and you can buy our tokens by swapping ETH.

1 Quintillion Supply
We have minted 1 quintillion tokens and no more tokens will be minted in the future.

Initial Burn
130 Quadrillion of Shibmerican tokens are burnt initially.

5% Tax
There is 5% tax on every transaction and it is redistributed between every holder and increasing the burn wallet leading to a rising price floor.
4. ROADMAP

Q3 2021
- Coin Launch (Complete)
- Initial Marketing campaign (Complete)
- CoinGecko listing (Complete)
- Community Organization
- Whitepaper released
- Website Redesign
- Second Marketing Campaign

Q4 2021
- New Listings
- “Intro To Crypto”
- More Crypto

Q1 2022
- YouTube Videos
- Premium Services

Q2 2022
- Introducing other blockchains
5. HOW TO BUY

SHIBMERICAN is an ERC-20 coin, which resides on the Ethereum (ETH) blockchain and must be purchased with another ERC-20 coin. This will most likely be ETH. Visit app.uniswap.org and connect your wallet (Metamask, Trust, CoinBase Wallet, etc). Sign in to your wallet and click the “Select a Token” button.

You will need to add SHIBMERICAN to uniswap. Click “Manage Token Lists” at the bottom of the popup. Click “Tokens” and paste SHIBMERICAN’s Contract Address

A prompt will appear that states the token is not on the active token lists, this is common for adding new coins to uniswap. Click “Import”
In the top-right corner of the exchange window, there is a cog. Click this and set slippage tolerance between 15-25%.

Enter the amount of ETH (or any ERC-20 coin) that you want to exchange for SHIBMERICAN and click “Swap”. Your wallet will pop up and show the total transaction cost, which includes gas (transaction) fees. Click confirm and your transaction will begin processing. Depending on what speed you set your gas, your transaction may take anywhere from a few seconds to a few minutes. We suggest you always use fast gas to ensure a fast transaction.

When your transaction completes, you now own SHIBMERICAN!
6. HOW TO HELP

SHIBMERICAN is a community-driven coin. The success of this project lies with its holders. There are plenty of ways to help SHIBMERICAN become a successful project.

SPECIAL TALENTS

* We are always looking for talented people to join the team!
* Graphic design, development, marketing, etc... if you are interested in joining, please contact an admin. Remember, we will NEVER ask for personal information.

MARKETING

* Tell everyone you know about SHIBMERICAN! Especially those that are unfamiliar with crypto, now is a great time to introduce them!
* Share us on social media!
* Assist the community creating marketing material.
DONATE

✦ SHIBMERICAN is a community coin and has started with no marketing funds. Donations are welcome and greatly appreciated!
✦ All funds will go towards supporting SHIBMERICAN with paid marketing campaigns.
✦ We aim to keep the usage of any funds in this wallet transparent to the community.
✦ ETH and SHIBMERICAN can be sent to the following wallet address:

DONATION WALLET ADDRESS

0x124B076fF862B42B5A1 Ae31aC8a6fEa12511D622
SHIBMERICAN

The One True Shiba giving people independence in Crypto since 1776. Shibmerican
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